We present a competitive approach for 3D data classification that is related to Implicit Shape Models and Naive-Bayes Nearest Neighbor algorithms. Based on this approach we investigate methods to reduce the amount of data stored in the extracted codebook with the goal to eliminate redundant and ambiguous feature descriptors. The codebook is significantly reduced in size and is combined with a novel global verification approach. We evaluate our algorithms on typical 3D data benchmarks and achieve competitive results despite the reduced codebook. The presented algorithm can be run efficiently on a mobile computer making it suitable for mobile robotics applications. The source code of the developed methods is made publicly available to contribute to point cloud processing, the Point Cloud Library (PCL) and 3D classification software in general.
INTRODUCTION
Current research for object classification and detection focuses on deep neural networks for 2D image data (Lin et al., 2017) , . However, affordable 3D sensors increase the demand for 3D data processing. Consequently, approaches exploiting depth data from RGBD-cameras have been proposed (Eitel et al., 2015) , (Zia et al., 2017) . Neural networks using volumetric (Maturana and Scherer, 2015) , (Wu et al., 2015) , (Garcia-Garcia et al., 2016) or point cloud data (Qi et al., 2017) for object classification are still rare. PointNet 1 (Qi et al., 2017) is currently one of the best approaches in that area.
Our research is well informed about the advances achieved in the field of convolutional neural networks for object classification. In this work we adhere to a classic approach without the application of neural networks. This has certain benefits. The training phase takes significantly less time and computational resources. Further, the selection of parameters for training is straight forward and does not require time consuming tuning in a trial-and-error fashion. Finally, the trained model runs efficiently on a mobile computer which makes it well-suited for mobile robotics applications. One downside, is that neural 1 The algorithms presented in (Garcia-Garcia et al., 2016) and (Qi et al., 2017) are both dubbed "PointNet". networks allow to use more training data without increasing the model size. Among others, this shortcoming of codebook-based approaches is addressed in this work.
The Point Cloud Library (PCL) 2 addresses the demand for 3D data processing by providing a framework with a standardized data format and many algorithms. Further, the PCL offers a complete processing pipeline for 3D object recognition and provides an adaption of the well-known Implicit Shape Model (ISM) approach (Leibe et al., 2004) to 3D data. The 3D variant of ISM constructs a geometric alphabet of shape appearances, the codebook, rather than a visual alphabet of 2D image patches (Leibe et al., 2004) .
We present several methods to estimate a descriptor's relevance during training to obtain a more descriptive codebook and omit redundancies. Our second contribution is a global verification approach that boosts the classification performance. Finally, as a third contribution, the source code of our contributions is made publicly available 3 . Our algorithm is competitive with standard approaches for 3D object classification on commonly used datasets. By providing the source code we hope to make a valuable contribution to open-source 3D classification software. Section 2 presents related work on codebook reduction. Our point cloud processing pipeline is presented in Section 3 with the contributions for codebook cleaning (Section 4) and global verification (Section 5). Section 6 presents and discusses an extensive evaluation of the proposed algorithms, while Section 7 concludes the paper.
RELATED WORK
A common technique to reduce the size of the codebook is vector quantization. However, this is also one of the main reasons for the inferior performance of Nearest-Neighbor-based methods (Boiman et al., 2008) . Consequently, feature clustering is omitted by approaches using 3D data , and some Naive-Bayes Nearest Neighbor methods (McCann and Lowe, 2012) .
The ISM algorithm contained in the PCL (Knopp et al., 2010) also uses vector quantization to reduce the codebook size. Other approaches argue against verctor quantization , , (Seib et al., 2015) . The latter readapts the continuous hough-space of the original ISM algorithm to 3D data in contrast to the discrete voting spaces of other ISM adaptations.
Other ways of handling ambiguous features is an optimization step during training that assigns weights to individual features , (McCann and Lowe, 2012) . These approaches improve classi-fier performance in their respective domains. However, they do not aim at cleaning out feature descriptors to reduce the codebook size.
Due to the limitations of clustered codebooks a random feature selection was proposed (Cui et al., 2015) . Surprisingly, in some cases a randomly reduced codebook performs even better than the complete codebook. These experiments show that some of the features are less descriptive than others. We are thus interested in finding an approach that can judge the features and maintain only the strong descriptors, while the weak or ambiguous ones are discarded.
Alternatively, the size of the codebook can be reduced by reducing the entry size instead of reducing the number of entries. Recently, (Prakhya et al., 2015) proposed to convert SHOT into a binary descriptor, B-SHOT, to reduce its memory requirements. Further, recent advances in deep learning allow to learn compact feature descriptors for 3D data (Khoury et al., 2017) , (Schmidt et al., 2017) . In (Khoury et al., 2017) Compact Geometric Features (CGF) are proposed that outperform hand-crafted features (including SHOT) in scan registration. Taking these recent research into account we will compare our contributions with the B-SHOT and CGF descriptors. ration from Naive-Bayes Nearest Neighbor (NBNN) (McCann and Lowe, 2012) , (Boiman et al., 2008) and combine it with the localized hough-voting scheme of ISM (Seib et al., 2015) , . The design choices we make for each of the pipeline steps are shown in Figure 1 . We extract keypoints on a dense grid and compute SHOT descriptors for the keypoint locations. From all descriptors of the PCL, SHOT performed best in terms of accuracy and speed in our experiments. In the training pipeline (orange) we omit clustering and retain all features. The resulting codebook is formed by a strict k-NN activation with k = 1, i.e. every feature only votes for itself. In the classification pipeline (green) we efficiently match descriptors using FLANN and choose a continuous voting space. Finally, a mean-shift maxima search yields object hypotheses. The described pipeline (without the steps marked with red stars in Figure 1 ) serves as a baseline for the evaluation of the contributions proposed here.
CODEBOOK CLEANING
We present two algorithms to judge the relevance of a feature in this section. The two presented algorithms share a common idea: they compute a score for each feature and rank the features according to that score. The score updates are applied to the k nearest neighbors of a query feature f q instead of the feature itself. Therefore, the resulting score value c of each feature f is a sum of individual update values
The number of update values m varies from feature to feature as it indicates how often feature f was within the k nearest neighbors of all query features. Finally, a fixed ratio of features will be selected from the ranked list. The process of codebook cleaning is applied during training and is shown in Figure 2 .
Incremental Ranking
McCann and Lowe (McCann and Lowe, 2012) propose a classification rule that updates the posterior probability of a class by an increment derived from the k nearest neighbors of a query feature f q . For the purpose of codebook cleaning we take inspiration from McCann and Lowe and define the Incremental ranking, with the score c inc . The idea is to derive a feature increment instead of a class increment that compares a feature's distance with a background distance. Our experiments have shown that an individual background distance d b per feature yields best results and is less dependent on the choice of k.
Given a query feature f q and its k + 1 nearest neighbors f j , j ∈ {1, . . . , k, k + 1} we update the coefficients of the first k neighbors by
(2)
KNN-Activation Ranking
The KNN-Activation ranking simulates the classification process during training. The updates v i for the corresponding score c ka are defined in various ways. We define a base update value u = 1. In the simplest case we update the score of the k nearest neighbors
The second score increment uses the descriptor distance d = f q − f j 2 between the query feature f q and its j-th neighbor f j and is defined as
Thereby, the similarity of the features is considered in the update. The update becomes bigger with an increasing descriptor similarity (favoring similar features). Another possibility is to make the updates smaller with an increasing descriptor similarity (favoring unique features): v j = u · exp(d) . name without keypoint position (u = 1)
So far, only the descriptor distance d (feature similarity) was taken into account. We further redefine the base update value u = 1 as
for all of the above equations. The center distances c j and c q denote the distance of a keypoint of a feature f j and f q to the object's centroid. Thereby, also the relative position of a feature's keypoint is considered in the score increment. To be able to easily refer to the different variants of the c ka scores defined here we summarize them in Table 1 and assign indexed names.
GLOBAL VERIFICATION
While local features provide good robustness against noise and clutter they still produce wrong maxima. This effect is handled by including a verification step into the object recognition pipelines (Aldoma et al., 2012) , (Maji and Malik, 2009) . We propose a different verification strategy, shown in Figure 3 . Our hypothesis verification is based on a classifier that takes global features as input (in the following named global classifier, as apposed to the local classifier based on SHOT features). The global classifier computes an object hypothesis independently from the hypotheses of the local classifier. In a second step, all local and global hypotheses are fused. The motivation behind this approach is to eliminate wrong maxima and strengthen maxima where the global classifier supports the classification hypothesis.
We distinguish two use cases for our global verification approach. In the first use case the input data contains a single object (e.g. a previously segmented object with known location, but unknown class label). In this case a global feature descriptor is computed on the input. This (single) result is merged with all hypotheses from the local classifier. In the second use case the input data contains an unknown number of objects and possibly some clutter. The locations of the maxim are used to extract a partial point cloud for each maximum and compute a global feature descriptor. Each of the classification results of the global classifier is merged with the corresponding maximum from the local classifier to obtain the final object label.
Despite the global feature descriptors in the PCL our own experiments have shown a better performance when using an adaption of SHOT to a global scale. We train a two-class SVM in a "one-vs.all"-fashion for each of the classes with the global descriptors. The classification output is a class label and score s ∈ [0, 1] representing the probability for the found label.
The maxima from the local classifier and the corresponding classification results from the global classifier are merged to obtain the final classification result and weight. The merging is based on the local and global labels l l , l g ∈ N, as well as on the local and global weight w l , w g ∈ R of each maximum. Additionally, the highest local weightŵ l ∈ R is used when classifying isolated objects. The merging function f m : N 2 × R 3 → N × R that takes both labels, both weights and the overall highest local weight as inputs and outputs the final classification label and weight.
We test multiple definitions of this function f m in our evaluation. In the first use case the global classification result is the same for all maxima obtained from the local classifier. We search for the global label among the top-ranked maxima from the local classifier. If the global label is among the top results and has a high weight, it is considered the true label:
In this case t r ∈ [0, 1] is the rate threshold determining which local maxima are considered to be top results. The function f m1 upweights a maximum by adding a small increment ε to the highest available weight.
In the general case of an unknown number of objects in the input data, the preferred solution is to merge the classification results of the local and the global classifier per maximum. An individual global classification is carried out for each of the maxima from the local classifier. The corresponding maxima will be upvoted using f m2 :
Function f m2 uses a fixed constant factor c f > 1 to emphasize maxima where both classifiers agree on a label. Further, we evaluate the merging function f m3 , which is similar to f m2 , but is parameter free: f m3 (·) = l g , w l · (1 + w g ) if l g = l l l l , w l otherwise .
If both classifiers agree on the label, the resulting weight is determined based on the global weight. By adding the constant 1 we ensure to never downweight a maximum from the local classifier.
EVALUATION AND RESULTS
We evaluate our approach on datasets used to benchmark 3D classification and shape retrieval algorithms. We convert the object meshes of these datasets to point clouds and scale each model to the unit circle for classification. Example objects are shown in Figure 4. Aim@Shape-Watertight (ASW) (Giorgi et al., 2007) Princeton Shape Benchmark (PSB) 5 7 classes with 907 objects for training and for testing.
Shrec-12 (SH12) 6 shape retrieval benchmark 60 classes, 600 objects for training and for testing.
ModelNet (MN40 and MN10) (Wu et al., 2015) : Full dataset (MN40, 40 classes) and its subset (MN10, 10 classes) used to benchmark neural networks for shape classification. MN40: 9843 objects for training, 2468 for testing. MN10: 3991 objects for training and 908 for testing. We use only a subset of the training data. Contrary to other datasets, the standard metric for these two datasets is average per class accuracy and will be reported accordingly in all tables.
We first compare our algorithm to other approaches to establish a baseline for further evaluations. In particular, we compare our work to (McCann and Lowe, 2012) and (Seib et al., 2015) because of its similarity to the default pipeline and to (Knopp et al., 2010) as it is the ISM implementation in the PCL. Additionally, we compare with the approach of Ganihar et al. (Ganihar et al., 2014) , the descriptor B-SHOT (Prakhya et al., 2015) and the deep learned feature CGF (Khoury et al., 2017) . In the latter two cases we use the code provided by the authors of the approaches. The authors of CGF provide different trained models on two distinct datasets. We report results for the best performing of these models in our pipeline (CGF descriptor with 40 dimensions trained on laser scan data). Finally, we compare our algorithm with recent neural networks for shape classification on the ModelNet dataset.
The baseline comparison with non deep learning approaches is presented in Table 2 . The classification results reported for (McCann and Lowe, 2012) are based on our own implementation. Our base pipeline performs best on two datasets. We observe that the SHOT descriptor is a good choice since it outperforms the B-SHOT and CGF descriptors in the base pipeline. CGF performs well for scan registration as reported in (Khoury et al., 2017) , however, it is not descriptive enough for shape classification.
Reduction of Codebook Size
The following evaluation is carried out with the two datasets ASW (rigid shapes) and MCG (articulated shapes) to find best hyperparameters. Our proposed codebook size reduction methods are additionally compared to a random codebook generation (Cui et al., 2015) . We randomly select 75% of all features to compare with our codebook cleaning method. The random selection was run 100 times and the average results are reported. Table 3 reports the results on codebook cleaning using the proposed ranking methods (for clarity, we only report the best and the worst result for c ka ). The results were obtained by taking the best 75% of features according to their computed ranking. A codebook reduced with our approach hardly looses descriptiveness and the results almost stay the same as the baseline. The loss for the MCG dataset is slightly higher, since this dataset contains articulated objects.
Global Verification
We have introduced three hypothesis merging functions for the purpose of global verification. Two of these functions depend on a parameter, while the third is a parameter-free approach. However, our experiments have shown that the choice of the parameter (in a reasonable range) hardly effects the classification results. The results of the global classifier combined with the base pipeline (without codebook reduction) are reported in Table 4 . Adding global features and the proposed merging functions to the baseline classifier improves the classification by about 2% for ASW (92%) and about 1% for the MCG (86%) dataset. The choice of the merging function (and its parameters) has only little influence on the result.
Combining Codebook Reduction and Global Verification
In this evaluation we test all datasets and reduce their codebooks to 75%. For clarity, we can not report results for all ranking and merging functions. However, we observe that the ranking not using the descriptor similarity (c ka1 and c ka4 , Equation 3) perform worse throughout all experiments. Whether the keypoint position (Equation 6) is used or not has a less significant impact. The two ranking methods favoring similar fe- Table 5 . We observe that the combination of our proposed codebook cleaning technique combined with the global verification approach retains a high descriptiveness and overall good classification results. In fact, the codebooks with 75% of all features still performs better then the established baseline in almost all cases. Table 6 compares our proposed pipeline with recent deep learning approaches on the MN10 and MN40 datasets. Note that our pipeline surpasses two of the deep learning approaches on the MN10 dataset. However, is is also far behind the leading approaches VoxNet (Maturana and Scherer, 2015) and PointNet (Qi et al., 2017) .
Finally, Table 7 summarizes all evaluation results. Our contributions overcome the state of the art on classic (non deep learning) approaches on the four smaller datasets. This holds for most cases, even if the size of the codebook is significantly reduced. This supports our hypothesis that our codebook cleaning successfully eliminates less descriptive and ambiguous features. The more recent datasets MN10 and MN40 are usually applied to benchmark deep lear-ning shape classification approaches. Although our contributions significantly improve over the baseline, some deep learning approaches are still better. However, Table 6 shows that our classic approach is competitive with some of the deep learning pipelines.
The average classification times per object for our baseline method were measured on a six years old notebook with an Intel Core i7-2760QM CPU @ 2.40GHz and are on average around 0.4 s for the ASW and MCG datasets, around 1 s for the PSB and the SH12 datasets and around 2 to 5 s on the large MN40 dataset (depending on codebook size). The classification times increase by about 0.2 s due to the SVM classification if the described contributions are applied additionally. We therefore consider our approach suitable for mobile robotics applications.
CONCLUSION
The combination of the presented algorithms allows to significantly reduce the amount of data used for codebook construction. The merging functions for global features mostly provide stable results, even if the parameters are varied. Despite the reduced codebook size, the classification performance is improved for all datasets compared to the baseline (Table 7) and overcomes the state of the art of classic approaches and is competitive with some deep learning methods. The proposed codebook reduction method is computed during training and is computationally light-weight. We consider our methods and the provided open-source software as a valuable contribution to the 3D vision community. In future work we will investigate methods to bridge the gap between classic and deep learning approaches.
